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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

NEXT 
Robert Todd, Deb Todd Wheeler & Joseph Fontinha  
February 27 – March 31, 2019 
First Friday Reception: Friday, March 1, 2019, 6:00 - 8:00PM 
FOR PRESS-READY IMAGES CONTACT:  Marie Craig fountainstfineart@gmail.com, (774) 286-1800 
 

 
 
 
BOSTON, MA – Beginning February 27, 2019,  Fountain Street gallery will be exhibiting “NEXT,” featuring selected 
works by Robert Todd and Deb Todd Wheeler, and Joseph Fontinha. The show includes video, sound and installation, 
both solo and collaborative projects.  
 
Robert Todd (1963-2018) was a lyrical filmmaker as well as a sound and visual artist. He produced an enormous body of 
work in 16mm film that resist categorization, revealing his particular way of seeing the world, through his unique lens, 
with an engagement of the eye and ear, light and shadow. Gifted in too many ways to list, Rob lived with sensitivity 
toward all creatures, a brilliant sense of humor, and a driving work ethic that awed everyone he worked with. Rob took 
his own life in August 2018. (More on Rob at http://mikehoolboom.com/?p=124.) 
     
In the wake of Rob’s death, his sister Deb Todd has been gathering and organizing Rob’s film archive for the Academy of 
Motion Pictures in Los Angeles, and his papers and library for CALARTS. For the exhibition NEXT, she has decided to 
show a couple of video works that she and Rob were working on collaboratively from the project Artificial Atmospheres: 
Eclipse, SOL, and an unfinished work she is finishing and calling GARBAGE.  
  
 
      
ARTIFICIAL ATMOSPHERES was a time-based immersive installation of individual and collaborative works by sibling 
artists Robert Todd and Deb Todd Wheeler. Born in Houston, TX and raised in New York City suburbs, both artists 
relocated to Boston as young adults, where they worked as artists in conversation for decades. In recent years the theme 
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of artificiality and the suspect positioning of the word “nature” became present in both artist’s works. Robert, a lyrical 
filmmaker, had been documenting the presence or absence of nature in the urban lived environment in a collection of 
hundreds of films. Deb Todd’s practice spanned multiple mediums, exploring plasticity, affectivity and empathic 
engagement. In 2012 they began working on the collaborative project, Artificial Atmospheres, and had been working 
together and separately on the theme, generating multiple films and immersive projects thematically exploring a 
multiplicity of accidental habitats and natural constructs. 
      
There will also be a pop up OTRO LADO store in the gallery. OTRO LADO is Deb’s son Eli’s online store that uses 
fashion to raise money, and design as a way to raise spirits and express difficult things. Proceeds benefit the American 
Foundation for Suicide Prevention and The Children’s Room. 
      
      
      
DEB TODD WHEELER: 
Entrenched in the Boston area for the past several decades, the land of scientific advancement and historic lore, her work 
draws from this source to generate discreetly intimate experiences through performative objects, interactive installations, 
and participatory gatherings. Raised by musicians, and trained as a material craftsman, she has an interest in both 
antiquated and new technologies, and an attitudinal nimbleness that spawns collaboration across disciplines. In her studio, 
performative objects and experiences are generated in relation to the human body-- where time, material and interaction 
are required to explore issues of labor and manufacturing, and the effects of industry on both the psyche and the 
landscape. There is a clash between the desire to be productive, to be industrious, to push technology forward, and the 
fraught consequences this desire reaps: through regret, the impact of waste, residue and other less visible costs of 
productivity. This clash, where hi meets lo, fuels her thinking, both sonically and visually. 
 
JOSEPH FONTINHA:       
Joseph Fontinha was trained and educated as an oil painter, but of late has been expanding what he does from oil painting 
to a combination of video, installation, and performance-based work that is all residual of painting but tells a broader 
story, and one that holds the viewer's attention in a different way. Once a painter that made pictures of objects, he is 
now working on projects that showcase an aerobic, studio-centric, idea-driven, spontaneous and visceral approach to the 
solving of visual problems. Joseph’s work is at its core about stillness, stamina, discomfort, trust, and wonder.  It is about 
truly authentic human experience and what that looks like; it is about the link between personal and human stories.  
Joseph is a Core Member of Fountain Street Gallery in Boston’s SOWA district. He teaches visual art at the High School 
level and currently lives on the South Coast, Massachusetts with an artist studio located in his home. 
 
 
Schedule of events: 
First Friday Reception – March 1, 6:00-8:00pm 
 
Image information: “NEXT,” Joseph Fontinha and Deb Todd Wheeler 
 

Fountain Street, a resource for artists, art-lovers and collectors, is a contemporary gallery in Boston, MA that 
exhibits the artwork of twenty-eight emerging and mid-career artists.  
  
Contact:  Marie Craig (774) 286-1800 
  Fountain Street, 460c Harrison Ave. #2, Boston, MA 02118   
 GALLERY HOURS Wed-Sun, 12-6 and by appointment (617) 292-4900 
 marie@fsfaboston.com fsfaboston.com 


